
Datex brings decades of expertise
under your roof and pairs it with
new, innovative technology to
propel your business forward. Datex
Footprint WMS is a SaaS warehouse
management system designed for
visionary companies with complex
requirements and ambitious growth
plans, who see technology as a
strategic differentiator to achieving
exponential revenue growth and
unparalleled efficiency. 

Datex Footprint WMS was
developed on our proprietary
Wavelength platform – where we’ve
encoded decades of expertise,
collaborating with operations,
executive leaders, technology teams,
and frontlines employees across
multiple markets and customers. The
combined result is an unparalleled
set of core WMS features, along with
a native integration to critical
business and supply chain solutions.
For those who want to significantly
tailor our WMS in-house and
develop their own WMS and
logistics capabilities, Wavelength
gives you the low code building
blocks to chart your own course. 
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Datex Footprint® Pharma WMS, a Warehouse
Management System for Market Visionaries 

Datex Footprint® WMS:

Our platform brings critical real-time information
front and center and leverages predictive
analytics, so you gain the power to preemptively
solve problems and deliver topnotch
customer service.

Provides total visibility and proactively
solve problems:

Leverage low code options for custom
integrations and access our extensive library of
pre-built and native integrations. 

Seamlessly integrates with 3rd-party
solutions:

Experience a role-driven user interface that is
perfectly tailored to every customer
requirement, and easily updated every time a
requirement changes. You can boost
productivity and throughput at every step, while
minimizing errors and wasted time.

Transforms the user experience: 

Provides powerful WMS functionality
that can be tailored to your needs with
ease and speed.

Powers up efficiency and decision
making with built-in workflow
capabilities, reporting and dashboards.



Track and Trace: 

Ability to track and trace by LOT, serial number,
SKU, UPC, component, batch, package or vial 
Can track DEA numbers and DEA expiration 
Trace LOT numbers back to suppliers, through
clients by Lot or batch or through outsourcers
Order tracking based on expiration date, serial
number and batch number tracking 
Ability to capture and track expiration date and
test certifications 
Ability to manage the traceability of compounding
facilities

Supports multiple packaging levels: pallets, case,
each, dose, batch 
Supports multiple units of measure: lbs, kg, oz, g,
L, mL 
Supports allocation strategies: FIFO, FEFO, FMFO,
LIFO, LMFO 
Handles consigned medical equipment and
supplies inventory 
Catch/variable weight functionality for bulk items 
Validation ready 
Change control and security 
Supports real time barcoding and RFID chips 
Putaway processes with location constraints for
different types of inventory on whether it is a
controlled substance a product that requires
refrigeration or freezer. 
Controlled process for proper flagging of
inventory that is damaged, expired or recalled 

Inventory Management: 

Pharmaceutical Sample Management:

Different SKU configuration 
Description of material by pallet, case, tray and dose 

Full audit trail to provide chain of custody
records for controlled substances 
Signature capture 
Enhanced security roles and permissions 
Field level tracking of every changes that
occurs within the system

Facilitates FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Compliance:

Facilitates and tracks inspections 
Handles Certificate of Analysis (COA) 
Multiple simultaneous holds with automated
scheduled releases 
Inspection workflow dependent on product type
(controlled versus non-controlled)

Inspections, Holds and Quarantines:

Quality Assurance/Quality Control:

Holds, quarantines, sampling and inspections 
Multiple simultaneous holds with automated
scheduled releases 
Can generate customer specific quarantine labels 
Ability to change status of inventory by Lot,
location or license plate 

Datex Footprint Pharma WMS
Includes a Feature-Rich Suite of
Functionality for Pharma and
Healthcare Warehouse Operations 

Datex, a supply chain technology firm with 45 years
of expertise in delivering software solutions, serves
third-party logistics providers, pharmaceutical, food
and beverage, regulated goods, precious metals,
consumer goods, cold storage, and temperature-
controlled commodities. 

Recent innovations include a unified SaaS platform
tailored for logistics providers known as Wavelength
and a new generation of Datex Footprint WMS, a
premier SaaS application hosted on Microsoft Azure,
fully integrated, composed, published, and managed
within our Wavelength platform.  

Datex serves over 200 global clients through a team
of over 140 resources spanning North America,
Spain, Chile, India, Bulgaria, Egypt, and the
Philippines. 
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